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Abstract: The central remote servers are essential for storing and processing data for cloud computing 

evaluation. However, traditional systems need to improve their ability to provide technical data 

security solutions. Many data security challenges and complexities await technical solutions in today’s 

fast-growing technology. These complexities will not be resolved by combining all secure encryption 

techniques. Quantum computing efficiently evolves composite algorithms, allowing for natural 

advances in cyber security, forensics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning-based complex 

systems. It also demonstrates solutions to many challenging problems in cloud computing security. 

This study proposes a user-storage-transit-server authentication process model based on secure keys 

data distribution and mathematical post-quantum cryptography methodology. The post-quantum 

cryptography mathematical algorithm is used in this study to involve the quantum computing-based 
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distribution of security keys. It provides security scenarios and technical options for securing data in 

transit, storage, user, and server modes. Post-quantum cryptography has defined and included the 

mathematical algorithm in generating the distributed security key and the data in transit, on-storage, 

and on-editing. It has involved reversible computations on many different numbers by super 

positioning the qubits to provide quantum services and other product-based cloud-online access used 

to process the end-user’s artificial intelligence-based hardware service components. This study will 

help researchers and industry experts prepare specific scenarios for synchronizing data with medicine, 

finance, engineering, and banking cloud servers. The proposed methodology is implemented with 

single-tenant, multi-tenant, and cloud-tenant-level servers and a database server. This model is 

designed for four enterprises with 245 users, and it employs integration parity rules that are 

implemented using salting techniques. The experimental scenario considers the plain text size ranging 

from 24 to 8248 for analyzing secure key data distribution, key generation, encryption, and decryption 

time variations. The key generation and encryption time variations are 2.3233 ms to 8.7277 ms at 

quantum-level 1 and 0.0355 ms to 1.8491 ms at quantum-level 2. The key generation and decryption 

time variations are 2.1533 ms to 19.4799 ms at quantum-level 1 and 0.0525 ms to 3.3513 ms at 

quantum-level 2. 

Keywords: secure keys; quantum cryptography; artificial intelligence; homomorphic cryptosystem; 

public key; quantum digital signature 

 

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is a centralized server-based distributed data processing, security, and storage 

environment. Cloud computing is becoming increasingly important in our technologically dependable 

daily lives. The obvious challenge is to create a globalized computing environment while maintaining 

end-user data security and privacy. A digital system is primarily thought to be a resourceful collective 

computation machine that is intelligent enough to impersonate any physical computation machine 

while increasing calculation time by, at most, a polynomial factor. It may not be confirmed when 

quantum mechanics is considered [1]. One of the complexes weakening the necessary implication 

processing in the constant-variable quantum digital signature (QDS)-based protocol [2] is the side-

channel attack (SCA). 

In today’s fast-paced technological world, traditional computers are limited in addressing future 

data security complexities. Even if all humanity’s computations can solve data security problems but 

fail to provide satisfactory results, in this case, quantum computers (QC) show many technical 

solutions for data leakage in data processing [3]. With the help of classical computational techniques 

implicated in safe data-processing tasks, QC plays a significant role in potentially secure data 

processing [4]. The QC can operate on qubits with superposition of quantum states functionality. The 

qubits are involved with 0 or 1, 0 and 1, or a simultaneous permutation of 0 and 1. The QC encodes 

information with qubits using various quantum conditions, such as 0 or 1, 0 and 1, or a simultaneous 

overlay of singular figures. It isn’t easy to invert the encryption stage levels if only public key (PuK) 

cryptosystems (CSs) are available. The Shor’s are active algorithmic sequences for factoring 

operations on CSs that are broken if a short algorithmic series aims to resolve the distinct logarithmic 

problematic statements. Quantum computer applications are used to break cryptographic codes in real-

time experimental scenarios. As illustrated in Figure 1, quantum procedures aid in achieving subtler 
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cryptographic goals and the required distribution. QC implies using fine quantum mechanical 

properties such as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and the quantum no-cloning theorem [5] to 

make performing quantum cryptography (QuCr) related operations unbearable by using conventional-

based cryptography sequences. 

 

Figure 1. Quantum key distribution protocol execution stages. 

Quantum computing efficiently processes the composite algorithms, allowing for innovative 

advances in cyber security, forensics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning-based complex 

systems. It also demonstrates solutions to many challenging problems in cloud computing security. 

• This study proposes using quantum computing to distribute security keys using the post-

quantum cryptography mathematical algorithm. It recommends security scenarios with technical 

feasibility for securing data in transit, storage, user, and server modes. 

• Post-quantum cryptography has framed and implicated the mathematical algorithm in 

generating the distributed secure key and the data in transit, storage, and editing modes. 
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• By superpositioning the qubits for providing quantum services and other product-based cloud-

online access, it has implicated reversible computations on many different numbers. It also processes 

artificial intelligence-based hardware service components for end users. 

The QC methodology algorithmic sequences demonstrate accurate and sophisticated solutions to 

the problems that industries and enterprises face. To overcome many unsolvable security threads, 

artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and deep learning (DL)-based systems and models 

will be integrated with QC. These blended, hybrid computational approaches will be required to build 

self-auto-tuning intelligent systems to provide efficient security and privacy for every data mode. We 

identified established obstacles as the greatest and administrative obstacles as the second level of the 

most significant international substance classification between the leading QC questions challenging 

the banking, financial, software, defence, and stock market industries by integrating QC with AI, ML, 

and DL. This study will help researchers and industry experts prepare specific scenarios for 

synchronizing data with medicine, finance, engineering, and banking cloud servers. The proposed 

methodology is implemented with single-tenant, multi-tenant, and cloud-tenant-level servers and 

database servers. This model is designed for four enterprises with 245 users, and it employs integration 

parity rules that are implemented using salting techniques. In the experimental scenario, consider the 

plain text size ranging from 24 to 8248 for analyzing secure keys, data distribution key generation, 

encryption, and decryption time variations. The key generation encryption time variations are 2.3233 ms 

to 8.7277ms at quantum-level 1 and 0.0355 ms to 1.8491 ms at quantum-level 2. The key generation 

encryption time variations are 2.1533 ms to 19.4799 ms at quantum-level 1 and 0.0525 ms to 3.3513 ms 

at quantum-level 2. 

This next section of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 includes the relevant literature 

content as well as the research context; Section 3 contains the proposed approach, which is based on 

secure keys data distribution in the user-storage-transit-server authentication process using 

mathematical post-quantum cryptography methodology with Quantum-based Secret Sharing (QbSS), 

Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) implications with four phases of execution along with Qu. The 

experimental analysis is presented in Section 4; the results and discussion are presented in Section 5; 

and the conclusions and future directions are presented in Section 6. 

2. Related work 

This section provides insight into various quantum computing-based cryptography (QCbC) 

approaches and advances in traditional cryptography techniques [6]. The different study states that the 

QCbC used the controlled properties of QC techniques like QC-No-Cloning-Assumption (QC-NCA) 

and QC-Heisenberg-Vagueness-Rule (QC-HVR) [7] to enrich the standard cryptography techniques. 

Generally, conventional cryptography (CC) has implicated security scenarios with the unverified 

computational hypothesis. The QCbC has proposed some secure applications with the technical 

implications of quantum-based key distribution (QbKD) and high success rates. The QbKD provides 

unconditional security scenarios for securing data in transit, storage, user, and server modes. The 

experimental performance of QbKD has been improved and successfully implemented over hundreds 

of kilometres over both good, industry-standard telecommunication fibre optical and wire-less 

communication channels. Profitable QbKD environments are presently accessible in many enterprises, 

like telecom companies and industries [8]. The universal quantum integrated systems harmony to solve 

convinced mathematical complications in a well-organized way compared to their classical base-level 

counterparts. I. S. Kabanov et al. have integrated innovative analysis to push new limits in information 
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security in communications, distributed data, and cloud storage applications using conventional, 

traditional, hybrid, traditional-conventional-quantum, and PQC environments. This research analyzed 

recent critical characteristics, state-of-the-art, advanced inclinations, and the restrictions of these 

practices for enterprise-level data security appliances [9]. 

The author D. A. Kronberg investigated the innovative nature of the outbreak using intelligible 

QKDP. It involves measurement exclusively at the interrupted state levels by sending the rest 

unaffected; it also integrates the optimum value computations, which are considered attack constraints 

for a random distance mode of data passing channels. This analytical research compared this 

innovative attack with typical splitting beam attacks [10]. In another study, the quantum computer’s 

(QC) operations and computations were measured based on Shor’s algorithmic statements to provide 

super-quick solutions to various mathematical problems [11]. QKD is a quantum-based key-proof 

replacement structure treated as influential by the imminent data transformation industries. The vital 

module in QKD is the data resolution step used to alter the quantum channel’s noisy faults. The authors, 

E. O. Kiktenko et al., recommended the development of a protocol that integrates the data reunion. It 

endorses essential growth in the competence of the practices and plummets its internal actions; the 

projected techniques present symmetries concerning involved parties’ operational consequences along 

with deliberation of outcomes of ineffective belief-propagation decoding scenarios [12]. 

Bruno Huttner et al. described the goals of the Quantum-safe security group, which are used to 

provision the quantum-safe cryptography communities in deployment and development. They 

proposed a framework to shield data during rest or movement [13]. The author, Kartik Hirapara, has 

presented the importance of QC and stated that it is a basket of current security protocols that protect 

worldwide financial markets and government organizations [14]. 

The author in [15] described the coordination relationship between QC and Shor’s algorithmic 

sequences (SAS), which smartly use the possessions of quantum parallelism (QP). QP generates the 

prime factorization problem’s best outcome consequences in less computation time. In addition, the 

author also suggested that it is possible to yield the best results by integrating QC techniques with the 

leverage of artificially intelligent systems, learning approaches, cloud computational architectures, and 

large-data models. It helps to accelerate QC development. Peter W. Shor has proposed the quantum 

computing factoring of integers used to generate discrete logarithmic sequences; it is mainly presumed 

to be inflexible on conventional systems and has been implicated based on numerous projected CSs. 

The sharp randomized logarithmic lines are specified for two complications based on a theoretical QC. 

The supporting phases are multinomial in input size: quantity of numerals to be factored [16]. 

The authors Bernstein. D. J. et al. have described the various shields used to securely store and 

communicate information to avoid attackers from data leakage [17]. The author, Shi-Hai Sun et al., have 

proposed the approach of hacking on a decoy-state QKD scheme with the fractional stage of 

randomization. The QKD offers unrestricted transmission of secure keys among two distant parties. 

They suggest a hybrid extent attack with homodyne detection, rectilinear optic modes, and single 

photon detection, allowing a vacuum-based weak decoy state QKD-based system to be used. At the 

same time, the source phases are moderately randomized, and the listeners can hack the data about key 

customers’ revealed information [18]. The author Mayers D described the unconditional security of 

QKD and reviewed the basic principles and supporting philosophies used to implicate any QKD 

protocol [19]. Hoi-Kwong Lo et al. proposed the non-provisional protection of QKD over randomly 

extensive distances. The QKD over ALD of a proper noisy channel made it accurately secure. They 
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used traditional possibilities theory to convert a loud quantum scheme (QS) to a noiseless QS and then 

from a noiseless QS to a noiseless conventional QS [20]. 

Author Barrett J has described standard QKD protocols used to secure against snooping types of 

attacks and a QKD scheme testable to secure against all-purpose cyber malware injectors by a PQC 

listener who is a restricted individual by the impossible mechanism of superluminal signalling [21]. 

The author, G. Brassard, described the QuCr approach as providing security and privacy to permit two 

end-node enterprises to interconnect with testable faultless secrecy under a listener’s nose and brilliant 

with limitless computational power [22]. The QuCr is a security extension principle that uses the 

ideologies of quantum mechanics to encrypt data and transmit, which is impossible to hack. QuCr is 

the resolution to protect and imminently prove private penetrating data [23]. Author Zhang B et al. 

proposed a quantum network (QN) with arbitrary failures and intentional-level cyber malware injectors. 

It has described key functionalities of QNs in a circulated quantum data processing environment. The 

unexpected random breakdown type of network errors and intentional level cyber malware injectors 

are predictable according to the increment of size of the network, so it is significant to appreciate the 

robustness of a huge-scale QN. It also described error incidences in exponential QNs: error purely re-

parameterized QNs, Waxman QNs, which lead to quantum capacity linear decrease consequences with 

measurements of error possibilities [24]. 

The author Yang Yang et al. have proposed a compressive cloud environmental data secure storage 

protocol that simulates the Goldreich-Goldwasser-Halevi CSs approach. Meanwhile, the accumulated 

blocks can be recreated from combined integrated patch-tags without data catalogues, and the cloud 

environment implicates collecting data patch-tags for delivering the confirmable veracity evidence. It 

helps to reduce data storage, transmission costs, and end-user privacy [25]. Stefanie Barz has described 

blind QC, which presents significant computational speedups and is expected to preserve 

computational privacy. The approach has built the input, output, and computations unknown to the 

computers and end-users. It has exploited the theoretical context of measurable quantum calculations, 

which authorizes consumers to envoy an estimate to a quantum distributed server. It also presented 

many other blind vicarious measures, such as 1-qubit and 2-qubit logical gates, along with Deutsch 

and Grover quantum algorithmic sequences [26]. 

Amiri R et al. proposed QDS structures extensively used in current data transmission channels to 

assure transferability and data authenticity. These are treated as alternative classical schemes that rely 

on computational assumptions without the involvement of trusted quantum media. It shows that the 

threshold of quantum channel noise for the QDS structure is less strict than for refining a key in security 

mode. They imply QKD and describe the direct QDS schemes that are preferable to signature structures 

that rely on undisclosed collective keys produced by [27]. 

Thornton M et al. proposed continuous variable QKDs over insecure channels. The QKDs confirm 

the truth of conventional data communication and the sender’s validity. The modern communication 

channels implicated with supporting signature structures depend on computational conventions, which 

reduce insecurity by QC; the continuous variable system trusts on the segment extent of a scattered 

alphabet of intelligible states, and it consents for secure data validation and verification in contradiction 

to a quantum adversary accomplishment cooperative beam splitter and tangling-cloner cyber malware 

injectors. Since CVS is built on quantum channels with a shorter signature than preceding protocols 

with no listener, it opens the opportunity to execute CVS QDKs together with prevailing CVS QKD 

platforms with minimal modification [28]. Hong-Xin Ma et al. proposed long-distance CVS 

measurement-device-independent QKD with a protocol with discrete modulation (DM), which 
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provides good compatibility with a well-organized fault rectification encoder with a decoder that 

controlled innovative reconciliation proficiency uniformly at a short level of signal-to-noise ratio. The 

planned protocol is protected in contradiction to random collective cyber malware injectors on 

asymptotic edges with appropriate decoy state utility. With DM, the designed approach-based protocol 

outperforms earlier protocols regarding the maximum communication distance that can be reached. 

They solved the problem of the innovative Gaussian-modulated long-distance CVS measurement-

device-independent QKD protocol [29]. 

The author, Shetu SF et al. [30], proposed an analysis of botnet implications in the cyber security 

field. They described in detail the categories of all feasible botnet detection procedures by analyzing 

formerly distributed findings, methodologies, and updated innovations in cyber security. The 

authorization, authentication, and access control mechanisms are vital in secure data transmission. The 

author Henge SK et al. [31] proposed a fully homomorphic encryption methodology-based blended 

approach that has unified the multi-feature-data-matrices-authentication–authorization process with 

reliable and non-reliable parameters, which are integrated to provide altering system and security-

privacy for tenants using enhanced homomorphic CSs and Brakersky–Gentry–Vaikuntanathan (BGV) 

structure. 

Unauthorized users, external sources listening in on the network, and internal users giving away 

the store all threaten the integrity and privacy of data. A few complicated security threads and issues 

will damage the data security environment, such as code injections, falsifying end-user identities, 

malicious bots, eavesdropping and data theft, data tampering, unauthorized access to tables, columns, 

and data rows, scaling the security administration of multiple systems, low-level user access control, 

and so on [32]. Blockchain (BC) is a new generation of secure information technology fueling business, 

enterprise, and industrial modernization. Researchers proposed approaches and methodologies for key 

facilitating technologies for resource organization and system operation in a BC-secured smart 

manufacturing environment in Industry 4.0. It described BC system integrations to overcome potential 

cybersecurity challenges and achieve intelligence in Industry 4.0. It has analyzed eight cybersecurity 

issues and addressed ten metrics for implementing BC application data in the manufacturing of 

environmental devices [33]. 

BC is an evolving standard of secure and shareable computing environments, which are an 

organized combination of chain structure for data storage and verification, scattered consent algorithms 

for producing and modernizing data, cryptographic practices for ensuring end-to-end data broadcast 

and access control-based security, and computerized smart conventions for data programming and 

operational tasks. It articulated BC security-based research at three levels: process, data, and 

infrastructure [34]. Another study described the transparency qualities enabled by BC, which implies 

the attractive sustainability of manufacturing networks. It described the 12 metrics of accepting BC in the 

manufacturing industry, which concluded by relating to nine blocks of the Business Model Canvas [35]. 

Digital twin technology (DT) attracted incredible attention in its early years. A minimal Google search 

task on DT produces over 2.4 billion results. The DT association distinguishes a DT as an adequate 

interpretation of the practical mode of systems and activities coordinated at an identified rate and 

reliability [36]. The DT functionalities are considered model-based systems engineering. The DTT 

advances through four dimensions: definition, coverage, technology, and scalability. 

DTs are digital clones of physical systems that can quickly construct data centres (DCs). However, 

they increase a DC’s attack surface and prepare opponents with critical levels of accessibility [37]. The 

DTs methods propose different perceptions for selecting the context of information equipment and 
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intelligent production systems [38]. Risks of DTs in DCs, unauthorized access to DTs can cause 

substantial security risks. The attackers could obtain access credentials to DC’s stored data if DCs DTs 

negotiated. Another author has focused on highly effective defect diagnosis methods, low-price, high-

cost devices, and low efficiency to attain well-timed response and precise fault detection solutions and 

protect manufacturing systems (MS). It asserted that hybrid IoT with DTT has been integrated to 

investigate the consequences of flaws discovered competently predicted and secures the MS. Another 

piece of research has stated that the industry’s production control of R and D-stage products for the 

mass individualization paradigm is difficult due to the frequently disturbed environment and mix flow. 

With the merging of the maintainable development goals and the mounting customized demands in 

manufactured goods, durable manufacturing is imagined in Industry 5.0. The author projected a BC 

smart contract pyramid-driven multi-agent autonomous process control environment [39]. In another 

piece of research, the author proposed Maker-chain, a new decentralized blockchain-driven model to 

manage the social manufacturing cyber-credits between various makers. It has used chemical 

signatures-based anti-counterfeiting techniques to denote unique features of personalized products [40]. 

P. Dhiman et al. proposed a Block chain-Merkle-tree Ethereum approach in an enterprise MT 

cloud environment (CE). It highlights using CE-MT with blockchain (BC) to increase security and 

privacy in CE. It has implicated cypher-text policy attribute encryption algorithmic sequences through 

various levels of MT, such as inner, outer, Inner-Outer-External, Outer-Inner, and External-Outer-

Inner and stated that it achieved 92 of validity and data access control (DAC) [41]. The same author 

has proposed another approach to the implications of the secure token key using Brakersky-Gentry-

Vaikuntanathan (BGV) hybrid HE. They are processed through multi-factor authentication and 

authorization modes. They tested with 152 end-users by integrating six multi-tenants, five head tenants, 

and two enterprise levels. The author, P. Dhiman, proposed qualified scrutiny complications in cloud 

security and non-homomorphic and HE practices. It has described several proposed methods and 

approaches with pros and cons concerning CC security [42]. The same author has presented a study of 

blockchain-based secure models and advances based on different CMT services. It stated the few 

passages of blockchain with the integration of HE methods which help to build a robust security system 

in an MT environment [43]. 

The following complexities are identified through the analytical in-depth research survey: 

• Modern TLS handshakes and ciphertexts have been stored in classic public-key encryption 

and are formed into middleware; this environment allows attackers to track the stored keys integrated 

with unique session-key wares salted-key operating systems and to decrypt the following individual 

ciphertext systems [44]. The middleware-stored ciphertexts cannot be secure even when synchronizing 

with forward-security methods. 

• Creating security key scenarios and forward-security-ciphertexts is challenging due to the 

technical feasibility of securing the data in transit, storage, user, and server modes. 

This study proposes using quantum computing to distribute security keys using the post-quantum 

cryptography mathematical algorithm. It presents security scenarios with technical feasibility for 

securing data in transit, storage, user, and server modes. Post-quantum cryptography has framed and 

implicated the mathematical algorithm used to generate the secure key distributed along with the data 

in transit, storage, and editing mode. It has involved reversible computations on many different 

numbers by super positioning the qubits to provide quantum services and other product-based cloud-

online access used to process the end-users of artificial intelligence-based hardware service 

components. 
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3. Methodology 

The quantum secret sharing (QSS) component environment in the distributed multi-tenant 

environment efficiently involves certain level computations between various untrusted groups of 

people [7]. 

3.1. Quantum-based secret sharing (QbSS) 

The quantum states with shared private keys demonstrate the technical feasibility of secure 

communication among untrustworthy groups in distributed multi-tenant environments. The QbSS 

design facilitates sharing specific quantum keys by using quantum cryptographic protocols (QCP) and 

quantum-based key distributions. It will support quantum computation in secure distributed 

computations [7]. 

3.2. Post-quantum cryptography (PQC) implications with four phases of execution 

Existing PuK-CSs rely on integer factorization (IF) and discrete-logarithm (DL) problems [45]. To 

solve IF and DL problems, post-quantum cryptography (PQC) is proposed with Shor’s algorithm [16–18]. 

Quantum technicality is a mathematical schema with internal rules for developing physical hypotheses. 

The PQC is associated with cryptosystems that can be run on standard computers to secure data against 

cyber-malware injectors by QC [7]. 

Many cryptographers are researching and developing new crypto algorithms for QC systems to 

avoid future hazards. In contrast, most existing symmetric cyphers and hash functions resist quantum 

computers. The algorithmic implications of the quantum-based Grover are increasing cyber-attacks 

against symmetric cyphers in symmetric cryptography, but it neutralizes the growing size of the key. 

PQC’s mathematical schema is unrelated to generalized symmetric algorithms, and it differs from 

QuCr, but it will use quantum-based occurrences to achieve secrecy and privacy. The PQC is involved 

in all four phases, as shown in Figure 2. 

The complete post-quantum cryptography (PQC)-based optimization performances with the four 

phases are shown in Figure 2. The first stage of the cryptographer’s environment (CE), the primary 

layer for the sender and receiver, is provided by Phase-I. The CE is involved in various CE operations 

that use single, multiple, or blended data encryption standards and AES techniques such as TDEA, 

Nth-Degree Truncated Polynomial Ring (NDTPR), Merkle-Hellman Knapsack Encryption, Rivest-

Shamir-Adleman (RSA), Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm, and McEliece Encryption. The 

sender’s data has been encrypted using a combination of techniques and then supplemented with secure 

signatures more suitable for the verification mode. 
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Figure 2. Post-quantum cryptography (PQC) based optimization performances with the 

four levels of execution. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of secure keys through the PQC mathematical algorithm. 

The sender’s data, including signature and crypto-keys, is then sent to the crypto-scrutiny 

Environment (CSE), considered phase II. The CSE was scrutinized with various validations in Phase 

II before being sent to Phase III. Phase III was tested on a quantum computer with multiple test cases 

using 2n operation attacks. In addition, compromising the authenticity is difficult due to the intense 

level of Quantum security, which is prepared with various blended quantum states of crypto techniques, 

such as 

AES possible → n <= 12 

Merkle Signatures (MeSi) → strong b1+o (1) – hashing bits, 
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McEliece (McEl) → b1+o (1) code length 

NDTPR → bits 

HFsEs → b1+o (1) polynomials 

After the implications of test cases in phase III, the developers’ scenarios have been activated with 

developer’s parameters such as accurate, fast, and optimization techniques in phase IV, as shown in 

Figure 3. The phase-IV is proving the Rule-based, well-organized, unbroken CSs with developer’s 

scenarios by using blended techniques such as 

HFsEs  b3+o (1) 

Signatures verification time  b1+o (1) polynomials 

Finally, the reverse scenarios can be executed from sender to receiver to receive the data successfully. 

4. Experimental scenario and analysis 

The PQC with mathematical framework computations is categorized into the three family clusters 

such as code-implicated-cryptosystems (CICSs), lattice-implicated-cryptosystems (LICSs), and 

multivariate-implicated-cryptosystems (MVICSs). Along with these three, there are other cluster 

groups with these major cluster groups [46]. 

• Post-quantum cryptography with quantum key distribution (QbKD) mathematical framework 

computations are framed through the CIC, LIC, and MVIC, which are blended with various 

combinations to avoid attacks and data leakage; if the cluster group gets failure, other cluster groups 

can take charge to protect the data and environment. The CIC, LIC, and MVIC hold different 

functionalities for showing the potential sources of statistical complexity. The LIC is designed in the 

form of lattices treated as geometric structures, represented by matrices framed by mathematical arrays. 

• The CIC is majorly implicated with the error detection and error-correction codes specifically 

used for data security. 

• The MVIS depends on solving a quadratic polynomial-based system with equations over a 

finite field. 

The parameter generation at various levels in a DoSK using the PQC-based algorithm is described 

in Table 1. T stands for access tree, PuK stands for the public key, SK stands for the secret or private 

key, M stands for the message, CT stands for cypher text, and N stands for node in a tree. The token 

key is used for Internal-Global and Global-Internal tenant setup. Because only token keys can be used 

for internal communication, no additional vital combinations are required for global communication. 

In such communications, an extra key containing the token key is sent along with the packets. To 

encrypt packets in the sender enterprise, tokens, salting, and public keys are used. A secure key is 

added to send packets to another enterprise tenant. A combination of the token, salting, public key, 

private key, secret key, cypher text, and N-based are used. Communication is done locally for Internal-

External and External-Internal tenant setup, so an additional key is not required. Token keys are 

sufficient for security. Salting is used with token keys to provide extra protection for all other tenant 

setups, and a multi-factor authentication mechanism is used here. 
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Table 1. The distribution of secure keys-based parameters is considered for accessing the 

data in transmit storage, user, and server mode. 

End-User 

Type 

Tenant 

Type 

Environment 

Type 

Implicated Tokens 

and Keys 

Encryption 

Consequences 

Decryption 

Consequences 

Mediation Layer 

Supporting Keys 

Senders 

Environment 

Inner-

Outer-

External 

Tenant 

Internal-

External-

Global-

Global 

Token + Salting + 

PuK + M + T based 

Token + Salting + 

PuK + M + T based 

Token + Salting 

+ CT + SK + N 

based 

Token + Salting + 

PuK + M + T + 

CT + SK + N 

based 

 Inner-

Outer-

Tenant 

Internal-

External-

Global 

Token + Salting + 

PUK based 

Token + Salting + 

PuK based 

Token + Salting 

+ CT + SK 

based 

Token + Salting + 

PuK + M + T + 

CT based 
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The QbKD has the advantage of unconditional secure pathways for allocating specific arbitrary 

keys using secure, trusted channels. The QbKD involved keys generated and then used in encryption 

algorithmic sequences to improve data security-privacy. It demonstrates the tool’s security by allowing 

secure keys with an authenticated agreement to pass through untrusted pathway channels where the 

output key is exclusively self-determining from any input value. This task is impracticable using 

standard cryptography techniques. The QbKD is involved with the help of classical cryptography 

techniques with new security parameters as classical authentication in every stage of execution, such 

as stage 1, stage 2, and stage 3 level of performances, as shown in Figure 2, Figure 3, and Table 1. The 

keys are generated, verified, and passed to quantum states with their internal measurement. Stage 1 

can be involved in key evaluations, identify co-related properties and parameters, and shift some 

internal adjustable rules using classical authentication. Manual network errors can be detected and 

corrected for more secure execution. 

5. Results and discussion 

The proposed model employs a mathematical post quantum cryptography-based methodology to 

secure data while in transit, storage, and end-user mode, such as sender or receiver, with the provision 

of multi authentication and authorization processes. The proposed algorithmic based key sequences 

such as generation time (GT), encryption time (ET) and decryption time (DT) are illustrated in Figures 4 

and 5. The encryption and decryption schemes are implicated in this research based on the end-user, 

tenant type, role, data position mode such as transition, storage, or end-user level, and environment 

types. The key-generation mechanism will integrate and initiate itself based on end-user, tenant type, 

role, data position mode such as transition, storage, or end-user level, and environment type. When the 
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end-role user’s is guest, insider, trusted, outsider, permanent, anonymous, or temporary, the post 

quantum cryptography-based methodology sequences are automatically applied. In addition, the 

implications of proposed post-quantum encryption algorithmic based key sequences such as GT, ET 

and ET levels are illustrated in Figure 6. When the user type is insider or insider-tenant, post quantum 

cryptography techniques such as private, public, and salting are initiated, and when the user type is 

guest, trusted, outsider, and permanent, anonymous, and temporary, post quantum cryptography 

techniques such as private, public, and salting are initiated. Outsiders are divided into two categories: 

Trusted Outsiders and Un-Trusted Outsiders. 

Quantum techniques are used to generate the PuK and SKs for a Trusted Outsider and a guest 

user. Guest users are thought to be more vulnerable to breaches because the risk is higher in this case. 

A hybrid key is generated for an Un-trusted Partial category using a post-quantum techniques algorithm. 

The dictionary mechanism has been used to store and track end-user records. Any new user gets an 

entry in the dictionary. The dictionary stores the IP address, system location, name, and some other 

details. When an attacker attempts to access the data, the IP address is traced using the dictionary, and 

self-key mutation occurs to protect the data from unauthorized access. The proposed methodology has 

been tested using 16 to 32-byte key formations, as well as a number of parity rules designed with self-

key-transformation-techniques with a number of 0’s and 1’s. 

The API-web interface with cloud integration was designed using the Xampp server-based cross-

platform environment. Tenant-level, multi-tenant-level, and cloud-tenant-level servers are included, as 

well as a database server. In the proposed model, the tomcat server is used as a web server, and the 

dictionary integration of MySQL is used. This model is designed for four enterprises with 245 users, 

and it employs integration parity rules that are implemented using salting techniques. 

 

Figure 4. Implications of proposed algorithmic basic level sequences based key sequences 

such as generation time (GT), encryption time (ET) and decryption time (DT). 
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Figure 5. Implications of proposed algorithmic-based key sequences such as GT, ET and ET levels. 

 

Figure 6. Implications of proposed post-quantum encryption algorithmic-based key 

sequences such as GT, ET and ET levels. 
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5.1. Data distribution key generation time variations in transit, storage and end-user modes 

The mathematical post quantum cryptography-based methodology has implicated various secure 

keys for data distribution to secure the data while it is in transit-mode, storage-mode and end-user 

mode as shown in the Table 2 and Figure 7. The data distribution and key generation time in quantum-

level 2 is less as compared to the quantum-level 1 since a quantum-level 2 holding back-execution 

caching mechanism, which helps the localized and distributed networks to secure the data while it is 

in transit, storage, and end-user mode. 

Table 2. Mathematical post-quantum cryptography-based methodology to implicate 

secure keys data distribution key generation time variations in transit, storage, and end-

user modes. 

Key Size Quantum-Level 1 (in ms) Quantum-Level 2 (in ms) 

24 bits 0.509 0.5025 

72 bits 5.09 0.1954 

128 bits 5.09 0.1766 

256 bits 5.09 0.2261 

1024 bits 5.09 0.233 

2048 bits 5.09 0.1211 

4096 bits 5.09 0.2239 

8248 bits 5.09 0.1099 

 

Figure 7. Mathematical post-quantum cryptography-based methodology to implicate 

secure keys data distribution key generation time variations in transit, storage and end-user 

modes. 
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5.2. Data distribution key generation encryption time variations based on plain text 

The data distribution to secure the data and their generation encryption time variations based on 

plain text with the integration of transit-mode and end-user mode as shown in the Table 3 and Figure 8. 

Table 3. Mathematical post-quantum cryptography-based methodology to implicate 

secure keys data distribution key generation encryption time variations based on plain text. 

Plain Text Size Quantum-Leve1 1 (in ms) Quantum-Leve1 2 (in ms) 

24 bits 2.3233 0.0355 

72 bits 3.1756 0.0863 

128 bits 3.8193 0.113 

256 bits 4.9124 0.1493 

1024 bits 6.0552 0.3443 

2048 bits 7.2221 0.7684 

4096 bits 7.8624 1.1374 

8248 bits 8.7277 1.8491 

 

Figure 8. Mathematical post-quantum cryptography-based methodology to implicate 

secure keys and data encryption time variations based on plain text. 

5.3. Data distribution key generation decryption time variations based on plain text 

This section discusses the time taken to process the decryption according to the plain text 

information with various secure keys for data distribution to secure the data. The generation decryption 

time variations based on plain text with respect to the integration of transit-mode and end-user mode 

as shown in the Table 4 and Figure 9. 
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Table 4. Mathematical post-quantum cryptography-based methodology to implicate 

secure keys data distribution key generation decryption time variations based on plain text. 

Plain Text Size Quantum-Leve1 1 (in ms) Quantum-Leve1 2 (in ms) 

24 bits 2.1533 0.0525 

72 bits 4.1264 0.1582 

128 bits 6.2627 0.3305 

256 bits 8.6085 0.6308 

1024 bits 11.4445 0.8546 

2048 bits 14.0209 2.407 

4096 bits 16.8254 2.6386 

8248 bits 19.4799 3.3513 

 

Figure 9. Mathematical post-quantum cryptography-based methodology to implicate 

secure keys and data decryption time variations based on plain text. 

Hence, the proposed hybrid approach is better regarding key GT and ET. Therefore, it can be 

determined that the proposed model is better in terms of providing better security. The time required 

for generating the keys, encryption, and decryption is significantly less than the EHC algorithm. 

6. Conclusions 

Quantum computing efficiently processes the composite algorithms, allowing for innovative 

advances in cyber security, forensics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning-based complex 

systems. It also demonstrates solutions to many challenging problems in cloud computing security. 

This study proposes using quantum computing to distribute security keys using the post-quantum 

cryptography mathematical algorithm. It suggests security scenarios and technical options for securing 

data in transit, storage, user, and server modes. Post-quantum cryptography has framed and implicated 

the mathematical algorithm in generating the distributed secure key alongside the data-in-transit, data-
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storage, and data-editing methods. It has involved reversible computations on many different numbers 

by super positioning the Qubits in providing quantum services and other product-based cloud-online 

access used to process the end-user’s artificial intelligence-based hardware service components. This 

study will be helpful to researchers and industry experts to develop specific scenarios to synchronize 

their data with cloud servers in medicine, finance, engineering, and banking. Post-quantum computing-

based critical distribution planning will be used in future work to execute multi-tenants of various 

enterprises for internal and external secure communication. 
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